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Abstract
Dynamic Load Balancing is an important system function destined to distribute workload among available processors to improve throughput and/or execution times of
parallel computer programs either uniform or non-uniform
(jobs whose workload varies at run-time in unpredictable
ways). Non-uniform computation and communication requirements may bog down a parallel computer if no efficient
load distribution is effected. A novel distributed algorithm
for load balancing is proposed and is based on local Rate
of Change observations rather than on global absolute load
numbers. It is a totally distributed algorithm and requires
no centralized trigger and/or decision makers. The strategy
is discussed and analysed by means of experimental simulation.

1. Introduction
We consider the problem of resource management in
a multiprocessor system whose operating system supports
time sharing among a multiplicity of parallel and/or strictly
sequential jobs. We focus on load balancing as an efficient
strategy to improve throughput or speed up execution of
the set of jobs while maintaining high processor utilization.
Furthermore, we consider problems with uneven and unpredictable computation and communication requirements.
Dynamic load balancing (DLB) is hence essential for the efficient use of of multiprocessor systems when running many
jobs, some of which correspond to non-uniform problems
with unpredictable load estimates [13] .
In this paper we consider therefore dynamic load balancing strategies for minimizing the average completion
time of applications running in parallel and improve the utilization of the processing elements. We consider both the
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case of distributed systems (network of workstations) and
highly parallel multicomputer systems. Load Balancing has
the potential of improving the application’s overall performance by redistributing the workload among processing elements (PEs). However the load balancing activity comes
at the expense of useful computation, incurs communication overhead and requires memory space to maintain load
balancing information. To justify the use of load balancing
strategies, the accuracy of each balancing decision must be
weighed against the amount of added processing and communication incurred by the balancing process.
Load balancing strategies fall broadly into either one of
two classifications, namely static or dynamic. A multicomputer system with static load balancing distrubutes tasks
across PEs before execution using a priori known task information and the load distribution remains unchanged at
run time. A multicomputer system with dynamic load balancing (DLB) uses no a priori task information and satisfies changing requirements by making task distribution decisions during run-time. DLB in turn can be either centralized or distributed. In centralized DLB a single PE is
responsible for maintaining global load information and for
making load balancing decisions. In distributed DLB, decisions are made locally by each PE and load information is
maintained across all PEs which share the responsibility of
achieving global load balance.
As load balancing can be viewed as a system function,
we also distiguish between implicit and explicit load balancing. Implicit load balancing refers to load balancing
performed automatically by the system, whereas explicit
means that it is up to the user do decide which tasks should
be migrated and when. Most systems only allow for explicit load balancing. Examples include Accent [15] and
Locus [12]. A few systems have implicit load balancing
policies, however they are strictly non preemptive policies.
Examples include Amoeba [1], Condor [6] and Mach [8].
In this paper, we focus on dynamic, implicit load balancing
strategies.
Previously proposed load balancing strategies cast the

problem as one of equalizing the absolute number of load
units among all PEs. The proposed Rate of Change Load
Balancing algorithm proposed here constitutes a departure
from this classical approach. We define load balancing as
the activity of migrating load units from one PE to another
so that all PEs have at least one load unit at all times. The
rationale is that if any given PE is busy executing tasks
then the load differential with respect other PEs is irrelevant
since no performance gain can be obtained by tranferring
load. Hence the decision to initiate load transfers should
not depend on a PE’s absolute number of load iunits, but on
how the load changes in time.
Our novel approach [10], uses the Rate of Change (RoC)
of the load on each PE to trigger any load balancing activity. It can be described as a dynamic, distributed, on
demand, preemptive and implicit load balancing strategy.
Dynamic, because it does not assume any prior task (unit
of load in this study) information and must satisfy changing requirements by making task distribution decisions at
run-time. Distributed, because all load balancing decisions
are made locally and asynchronously by each processor. On
demand, because only PEs that “need” tasks are allowed to
initiate any migration activity. Preemptive, because running
tasks may be suspended, moved to another PE and restarted.
Implicit, because all load balancing activity is done by the
system, without user assistance.
Furthermore, our proposed RoC Load Balancing (RoCLB) strategy achives the goal of minimizing processor
idling times without incurring into unacceptably high load
balancing overhead. It does so by striking a balance between the cost of evaluating load information which now is
a local activity to each PE, and the cost of transferring tasks
across the system.
Moreover, RoC-LB does not create overloads on Processing Elements. These are created by the running applications and RoC-LB will balance the overload when other
PEs become available because they are underloaded.
We conduct an experimental analysis of RoC-LB by
comparing it against three other well known dynamic load
balancing methods. A special purpose event-driven simulator was used show that our strategy is more effective across
a range of network topologies and a variety of workloads.

2. Dynamic Rate of Change Load Balancing
(RoC-LB)
Most reported load balancing algorithms fall under the
general diffusion paradigm where workload is redistributed
among processors to equalize the absolute number of load
units (tasks) across PEs. The goal being to keep processors
busy at all times and attempt to load them equally. However, the main goal of maintaining high processor utilization can be achieved by attempting to keep processing ele-

ments busy regardless of the absolute value of the number
of tasks (workload) assigned to each. Furthermore, by relaxing the equal workload constraint, better non-disruptive
load balancing may become feasible. Such is the case of
the algorithm presented here. Consider an ensemble of intercommunicating processors each of which has an assigned
workload. As tasks are executed, some terminate while others spawn new tasks, thus changing the local workload. Predicting local changes in workload can be done by dynamically tallying the rate of change of the number of tasks in
each processor. Using past information (trend), a processor
can estimate its own future overload or its future task starvation, and decide to initiate a task export or import repectively.

2.1. Goals
The rational behind our algorithm, dubbed Rate of
Change Load Balancing (RoC-LB), is as follows: if any
given PE is busy executing tasks then the load differential
with respect to any other PE is irrelevant since no performance gain can be obtained by load transfer. Moreover the
decision factor to initiate a load transfer request should not
be a PE’s absolute load but instead how much its load has
changed since the previous time interval. Our goal is then to
minimize processor idling time without incurring high load
balancing overhead. To do so, an optimal tradeoff between
the processing (cost of evaluating load information to determine task migration) and communication (cost of acquiring
load information and informing other PEs of load migration
decisions) overhead and the degree of knowledge used in
the balancing process must be sought.

2.2. Load Balancing Algorithm
The load balancing problem can be thought of as a four
phase decision process, namely:






When to initiate task migration
Where, which PE, to send the task migration request
How many tasks to migrate
Which tasks to migrate

In RoC-LB these four phases occur asynchronously at
each PE and are purely distributed. Specific examples
which explain the instantiation of figures 1 and 2 are given
in section 2.4.
2.2.1 The When Phase
At the beginning of each sample interval, each PE calculates the change in its load since the previous interval. Let

us call this quantity the difference in load (DL). Two key observations should be made at this point. First, each PE may
calculate this quantity independently from other PEs in the
system, i.e. there is no concept of global synchronous clock
in the system. Second, the lenght of the sample interval may
vary with time for a given PE, depending, for instance, on
the number of load requests received or network traffic. As
a consequence different PEs may use different sampling intervals at any given time. The sampling interval is therefore
an adaptative parameter. The sampling interval is usually
measured as a multiple of the time slice duration. The finer
the sampling the faster we detect the need for load balancing, but the greater overhead we incur.
Each PE uses its own DL as a predictor for how many
tasks will finish in subsequent intervals. Each PE assumes
that DL will remain the same forever. Given that it calculates the number of sampling intervals it will take to reach
an idle state (no tasks to process). If the number of intervals
(times its duration) is less than the network delay (ND), then
the PE will initiate a migration request.
From the above, one can conclude that only when DL is
negative (reduction in load) will a PE consider requesting
load from other PEs. Network delay is an adaptive parameter. It is defined as the time it takes between the initiation
of a load request and the reception of load. It may vary with
time and each PE may use a different value depending on
its own record of past load requests. Initially, before any
request has been made, ND is set to an arbitrary (positive)
value. In our simulations it was set to the maximum time it
would take to transfer 1MB betweeen any two PEs.
There are two exceptions to the general rules described
above. The first exception is the situation in which a PE
will initiate a request for load even though it does not predict it will reach the idle state. In order to understand why it
chooses to do so, let us introduce the three thresholds used
by the algorithm. High threshold (HT) and Low threshold
(LT) are used to determine the load status of the processor.
If a PE has more tasks than HT it is considered a Source
PE. If on the other hand it has less than LT it is considered
a Sink PE. If its load lies between these two thresholds then
the PE is in a neutral state. If however a PE’s load falls below a Critical threshold (CT) the PE immediately initiates
a request for load regardless of the predicted future load
based upon the current DL value. We decide to request load
even though we do not expect to reach the idle state since
even a small change in load at this level will result in immediate task starvation by the PE. The only exception to this
rule is that if a PE has already a request pending in the network it will not issue another until either load is received
from other PE(s) or the request comes back as unfulfilled.
This last observation applies in every case even when a DL’s
value would deem necessary to issue another request. The
other exception is the situation when a PE’s load level is

above HT. In that case even if the value of DL predicts that
the PE will reach an idle state we do not initiate a load request because at this load value the value of DL necessary
to force the PE to become idle must be quite high. There
is a good chance that such a value is rare and short lived in
which case during the next sample interval the newly calculated DL will be such that it does not warrant an initiation
of a transfer request. By delaying any action until the load
value falls below HT we are imune to any spikes in load that
may occur over time.
2.2.2 The Where Phase
Each PE keeps two local tables containing system load information. One contains information regarding the location
of sink PEs, called Sink table the other of source PEs, called
Source table. Any PE that initiates a request for load is considered to be a sink by the receiving PE(s). This is true regardless of the level of load at the time the request for load
transfer was issued. Selecting the PE to which send a load
request is a simple operation. The sink PE (request initiator) selects a source PE from its source table (the first entry
in the table) and sends a message requesting load to it. Initially the table is empty since no information regarding the
state of the machine is known and therefore a PE is chosen
at random. This is not to say that the transfer protocol is
random. It only means that when no information is known
regarding the load of any PE in the system then every PE
is as likely to be considered a source PE as any other and
therefore we chose one among all possible ones at random.
This is a very special situation, usually encountered only
during startup. Also notice that the PE identifier chosen this
way is compared against the entries in its sink table as to
prevent any message to be sent to a sink PE.
The selection process described above is used by all PEs
alike, whether they are the request initiator or the recipient
of a load transfer message who might need to select a source
PE to whom forward the message to.
2.2.3 The How Many Phase
At the beginning of each sample interval each PE calcules
its DL. Using DL it computes how many tasks it would
have, assuming DL would stay constant, after a lenght of
time equal to ND. Let us call this quantity Predicted Load
(PL). If PL is greater or equal to zero then the PE does not
expect to become idle within the next ND period and therefore does not initiate a request for load. If on the other hand
PL is lesser than zero the PE requests load, according to the
mechanism described in 2.2.2, in the amount of abs(PL).
On the receiver side, a PE will only transfer tasks if its load
is above the HT level, in which case it transfers tasks above
this value up to the requested transfer amount.

2.2.4 The Which Phase

3. Changes its message status to WAITING, preventing it from issuing another request before receiving a reply.

Finally, to answer the question of which tasks to migrate,
we have decided to migrate older tasks because these tasks
have a higher probability of living long enough to amortize
their migration cost [3]. Age in this case refers to the CPU
time a task has used thus far and not how long ago the task
was created measured in wall time clock.

The reason for removing the entry associated with the
selected PE in step 3 above is that if the selected PE is
able to fill the request (either partially or completely)
then it will be added again to the table when the reply
arrives. If on the other hand the source is no longer
able to fill the request it simply means is no longer a
source and therefore should not be an entry in the table.
By updating the table upon receiving every reply we
are able to keep information about who is currently a
source in the system with minimum overhead. Note
that, even though the table may be obsolete on some
PEs, the process converges to up to date tables over
time.

2.3. Table Update Algorithm
Each PE maintains two local tables with information representing its view of the system’s load distribution. A tradeoff has to be sought between the temporal accuracy of this
information and the overhead required to gather such information. Our proposed algorithm uses a distributed approach to disseminate the global knowledge by relying on
each PE’s local load information and a low overhead update
mechanism.
2.3.1 The Message Structure
The load request message itself is composed by the following fields:
Sink Processor Identifier (SPI) Unique system wide
identifier. Necessary since the message might be
forwarded and source PE(s) need to be able to identify
the original sink PE.
Number of Load Units Requested (NLUR) Updated every time the request is partially fulfilled.
Load State of Preceding PE (LSP PE) Used to do updates to the local tables every time the message is forwarded with minimum cost.
Number of Forwards (NF) Used to avoid infinite looping
of requests. The request message is dropped when either NF reaches a predefined maximum value or NLUR
becomes zero.
2.3.2 Update Protocol
The PE responsible for the initiation of a load transfer request performs the following actions:



When it initiates the request:
1. Creates a message with SPI equal to its own PE
id.
Initializes NF to zero and NLUR to the number
of tasks being requested.
2. Selects the source PE to whom the message will
be sent.
Removes the entry associated with the selected
PE from its source table.



Upon receiving a reply:
1. Adds the id of the sender PE to its source table.
2. If the reply completely fulfills the original request it changes its message status to READY.

When a PE receives a transfer request message it performs
the following actions:
1. Updates it own local tables by adding SPI to its sink
PE’s table and removing it from the source PE’s table
if present.
If it is a forward message further updates its local tables based on LSP PE
2. Checks its own load status. If it is a source PE.




If it can completely fulfill the load transfer request it sends the load to SPI and removes the
message from the system.
If it can only fulfill the load transfer request partially decrements NLUR by the amount of load
units that is able to satisfy.

3. If it is not a source PE or cannot completely fulfill the
load transfer request increments NF. If NF is equal to a
predefined maximum value it discards the message and
replies to SPI stating that the request has been dropped,
otherwise sets LSP PE to its current load status and
forwards the message to a source PE selected from its
source table.
By incrementing NF and limiting the maximum value it can
reach to a predefined value, say NF Max, we guarantee a
deadlock free strategy since any message is known to be
forwarded at most NF Max times. NF Max was chosen to
be 8 in our simulations.
In section 2.4 we describe a possible load balancing scenario and the process by which the internal data structures
are updated.

2.4. Examples
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Figure 1. Possible load variation on a PE
Figure 1 shows a possible load balancing scenario. Let
us explain in detail the several keys events depicted in the
figure. For this example we chose the network delay to be
constant and equal to two times the sampling interval duration. At time t = ta the PE calculates DL and uses this value
to predict its load, A0 , at t = tc assuming DL is kept constant. Since A0 is  0 the PE does not issue a load request.
The same reasoning applies to points B to F. At t = tg the
value of DL predicts that the load at this particular PE will
fall below zero, within the next ND and therefore a request
for load is initiated. A reply to the request initiated at this
point, t = tg , will not arrive until a network delay interval has elapsed which corresponds to point I in the figure.
However the value of DL changes during ther next interval (becomes smaller: the slope becomes less steep) and as
a consequence at t = th the PE still has load to process.
Notice that at t = th the new value of DL still leads to a
predicted load that is  0 (point H 0). Also notice that at
this point, the amount of load available to the PE is now
below CT. Either of these two conditions when met lead to
the initiation of a load request by the PE. However since in
this case there is already a request pending the PE will not
issue another one. Between t = ti and t = tj the previous
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Figure 2. Load Transfer Update Process
Figure 2 corresponds to the situation where a PE (PE1
in our case) initiates a request for load. In step 1, PE1 creates a load request message and sends it to PE2 which is the
first entry in its source table and removes that entry from the
table. When PE2 receives the message, it checks its own
load and concludes that it can only satisfy the request partially. It adds PE1 to its sink table, decrements the message
field NLUR by the amount of tasks that can be transfered to
PE1, increments the message counter NF and forwards the
message to PE15 which is the first entry in its own source
table. Upon reception of reply from PE2 by PE1, an entry for PE2 is again added to PE1’s source table. (steps

2 and 3). PE15 eventually receives the forward message,
adds PE2 to its source table, removes PE1 from its source
table and adds it to its sink table. Since it can completely
satisfy the remaining of the request, it removes the message
from the system and replies to PE1 (step 4). When PE1 receives the reply from PE15 it adds this PE’s id to its source
list and the update mechanism is complete.

3. Experimental Results
3.1. Dynamic Load Balancing Strategies
RoC-LB is compared against three well known dynamic
load balancing strategies: the gradient model (GM) [5], the
sender initiated diffusion (SID) [14] and the central job dispatcher (LBC) [7]. A complete description of the GM,
SID and LBC can be found in the literature, here we will
describe them only briefly. The gradient model employs
a gradient map of the proximities of underloaded processors in the system to guide the migration of tasks between
overloaded and underloaded processors. The sender initiated diffusion is a highly distributed local approach which
makes use of near-neighbor load information to apportion
surplus load from heavily loaded processors to underloaded
neighbors in the system. Global balancing is achieved
as tasks from heavily loaded neighborhoods diffuse into
lightly loaded areas in the system. In the central job dispatcher strategy, one of the network processors acts as a
central load balancing master. The dispatcher maintains a
table containing the number of waiting tasks in each processor. Whenever a task arrives at or departs from a processor,
the processor notifies the central dispatcher of its new load
state. When a state change message is received or a task
transfer decision is made, the central dispatcher updates the
table accordingly. The network bases load balancing on this
table and notifies the most heavily loaded processor to transfer tasks to a requesting processor. The network also notifies
the requesting processor of the decision.

3.2. Simulation Models and Parameters Used
To compare the relative performance of RoC-LB against
the other strategies, experimental simulation was used. A
special-purpose event driven simulator was constructed and
we based our synthetic generated workloads on the work
done M. Harchol-Balter and A. B. Downey [3] and J. Jann
et. al [4]. More specifically, we model the inter-arrival time
using a Hyper Erlang distribution of Common Order [4] and
a task’s lifetime using a used-better-than-new-in-expection
type of distribution[3]. For the other simulation parameters,
such as the application’s degree of parallelism/spawning
factor and communication frequency we used Normal and

Uniform distributions respectively. This choice of distributions is ad hoc since no study based on empirical observations could be found in the literature. The machine parameters used in our simulation were the same used in [9, 2]. The
table size was chosen to be 5 and ht, lt and ct, were 25, 10, 4
respectively. In this paper we compare the performance of
RoC-LB against the other load balancing strategies across
a series of 16 node networks (Mesh, hypercube and fully
connected) as well as a 16 host network of workstations.
A detailed description of the event driven simulator used
to test the different load balancing strategies can be found
in [11].

3.3. Experiments Description
Three experiments were performed for this paper. In the
first one we simulated a stable situation where an initial
set of tasks (representing several competing applications)
was distributed uniformly among all 16 processors. In the
second scenario, the same initial set of tasks was divided
among only half of the PEs with the remaining being idle.
In both experiments, new applications were not allowed to
be submitted to the system. All new tasks were generated
internally due to the non-uniform nature of the applications
being simulated. As mentioned before, the spawning factor
was given by a Normal distribution. Applications are differentiated by both their spawning factor and degree of parallelism. For the third experiment, the possibility of arbitrary
arrival times for new jobs was allowed, and the tasks that
compose an application were distributed randomly among
all PEs. Internal task generation was also allowed naturally.
The performance metric we chose was normalized performance, as used in [14, 7]. Normalized performance (NP)
determines the effectiveness of the load balancing strategy (such that NP ! 0 if the strategy is ineffective and
NP ! 1 if the strategy is effective). This is a comprehensive metric; it accounts for the initial level of load imbalance
as well as the load balancing overheads. NP is formally defined as:

NP = (Tn oLB , Tb al)=(Tn oLB , To pt)
where Tn oLB is the time to complete the work on a multicomputer network without load balancing, Topt is the time
to complete the work on one processor divided by the number of processors in the network and Tbal is the time to complete the work on a multicomputer network with load balancing. For each experiment ten runs were performed and
the average value for the performance metric was recorded.

3.4. Comparison Analysis
As can be seen, from tables [1,2,3] RoC-LB performs
better than three previously proposed strategies for all the
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Table 1. Experiment 1

topologies tested and for all workloads considered. The
lower results obtained for the network of workstations
should not be surprising due to the higher cost of task migration. The fact that the best results were always obtained for
the fully connected topology are not at this time completely
understood. These are however preliminary results. To fully
validate our approach, directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) generated from real world parallel applications must be tested.
We are in the process of obtaining and testing such DAGs.
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